We compute one-loop quantum corrections to gravitational couplings in the effective action of four-dimensional heterotic strings where supersymmetry is spontaneously broken by ScherkSchwarz fluxes. We show that in both heterotic and type II theories of this class, no moduli dependent corrections to the Planck mass are generated. We explicitly compute the one-loop corrections to the R 2 coupling and find that, despite the absence of supersymmetry, its contributions may still be organised into representations of subgroups of the modular group, and admit a universal form, determined uniquely by the multiplicities of the ground states of the theory.
Introduction
Supersymmetry is undoubtedly one of the central ingredients of String Theory. Many of its spectacular results, such as duality connections, or various non-renormalisation theorems for string amplitudes, rely heavily on its presence. On the other hand, our low energy world does not follow this simple paradigm and the eventual spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry appears to be a necessary step for realistic string model building.
In the majority of cases in the string literature, one often works in a fully supersymmetric framework and postpones the breaking to a later stage of the analysis, at the level of the effective field theory. Nevertheless, quantitative comparisons to low energy data necessitate the incorporation of quantum corrections to various couplings in the effective action, which generically receive sizeable contributions from the infinite tower of string states running in the loops. Including such corrections essentially calls for supersymmetry to be spontaneously broken from the very beginning, in the framework of a fully-fledged string theory.
A special way to break supersymmetry spontaneously in String Theory that still admits an exact CFT description is the stringy uplift [1] [2] [3] [4] of the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [5, 6] . In field theory, this amounts to a deformation of the theory in which a non-trivial monodromy is introduced on the various fields φ(x) as one encircles a compact dimension x ∼ x + 2πR. Namely, one imposes that fields in the theory are only periodic up to an isometry operation Q, namely φ(x + 2πR) = e iQ φ(x). These modified boundary conditions have the effect of shifting the Kaluza-Klein spectra of charged states and, in particular, introduce a mass gap proportional to Q/R. If the original theory is supersymmetric, and one identifies Q with the spacetime fermion number F , the deformed theory assigns different masses to states within the same supermultiplet, and supersymmetry is broken. From the point of view of the worldsheet theory, it manifests itself as a freely-acting orbifold correlating a translation along the compact direction x of the internal manifold with a rotation in the internal super-coordinates that acts non-trivially on the R-symmetry lattice of the theory.
A generic feature of this construction is that the supersymmetry breaking scale is tied to the size R of the compact dimension along which one is shifting, m 3/2 ∼ 1/R. From the point of view of field theory, the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism is realised as a particular gauging of supergravity generating a tree-level scalar potential inducing masses to charged fields, while preserving chargeless fields, such as the Scherk-Schwarz radius R, massless (no scale moduli) [7] . The situation changes drastically if one considers quantum corrections to the scalar potential. The latter are non-trivial functions of the no-scale moduli, and may lead to the stabilisation of some of them, or even introduce runaway behaviour for others [8] . The fate of such no-scale moduli highly depends on the details of the particular string construction, which in turn determine the precise form of loop corrections to the effective potential.
Although non-supersymmetric string constructions have been considered extensively in the literature , [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , the analysis of loop corrections to couplings has only began fairly recently [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
In [38, 42] , the one-loop running of gauge couplings was explicitly computed in a generic class of heterotic orbifold compactifications in which supersymmetry was spontaneously brokenà la Scherk- Schwarz. The main result of this analysis is that the moduli dependent contribution to threshold differences is governed by an unexpected universality structure
where ∆ is the difference of one-loop threshold corrections for two gauge group factors, while T (i) , U (i) are the Kähler and complex structure moduli of the i-th 2-torus inside the T 6 internal space, and η(τ ), ϑ(τ ) denote the Dedekind and Jacobi theta functions, respectively. Moreover, j 2 (τ ) = (η(τ )/η(2τ )) 24 + 24 is the Hauptmodul for the Γ 0 (2) congruence subgroup of SL(2; Z) and is the analogue of the Klein invariant j-function of the full modular group. In this expression, the details on the particular model are entirely absorbed into the constant prefactors α, β, γ which are in turn expressible in terms of differences of beta function coefficients, and are easily computable from the massless spectrum of the theory.
As soon as supersymmetry is broken spontaneously in string theory one is immediately asked to face two fundamental problems. The first concerns the possibility of encountering tachyonic modes in the string spectrum and is inherently related to the exponential growth of the degeneracy of states of string theory [44, 45] . It manifests itself as the Hagedorn instability of string theory in a thermal setup [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . The second, is related to the presence of a one-loop tadpole [52, 53] and is basically a back-reaction problem. Interesting exceptions do exist for special constructions for which supersymmetry is broken but the one-loop vacuum energy either vanishes identically [21, [54] [55] [56] [57] or is exponentially suppressed [8, 33, 41] .
In a very recent work [8] , explicit examples of chiral heterotic models were presented in which the quantum corrections to the scalar potential actually induce a spontaneous decompactification of the Scherk-Schwarz radius, leading to its dynamical roll into the large volume regime R ≫ ℓ s , where the supersymmetry breaking scale is suppressed, while maintaining an exponentially small but positive value for the cosmological constant. An additional advantage is that these theories are dynamically secured against the excitation of tachyonic modes. Given the possibility of explicitly realising such scenarios involving large extra dimensions [58] within a stringy framework, it is important and necessary to extend the study of quantum corrections to other couplings in the string effective action and especially to extract their dependence on the Scherk-Schwarz moduli.
One of the issues one faces in heterotic string models of this type is the fact that, as one may verify by inspecting the first term on the r.h.s. of eq. (1.1), the threshold correction to gauge couplings with negative N = 2 beta function coefficient is quickly driven into the strong coupling regime,
as the volume of the extra dimensions becomes much larger than the string scale. Namely, as the volume T 2 ≡ Im(T ) of the Scherk-Schwarz 2-torus becomes large, the physics becomes effectively six-dimensional and the coupling is dominated by a linear growth in the volume T 2 , which replaces the logarithmic four-dimensional one. This is known as the decompactification problem of gauge thresholds [40, 59] .
In this spirit, the purpose of this paper is to examine the structure of one-loop threshold corrections to gravitational R 2 couplings in heterotic theories with spontaneously broken supersymmetry 1 .
To this end, we employ the background field method of [62] which involves consistently deforming the flat non-supersymmetric theory by switching on an exact (1,1) integrable perturbation associated to a non-trivial but constant curvature R and obtaining the exact deformed partition function Z(R).
The latter may be seen as a generating function that, when expanded around the flat background at a given order, allows one to extract the one-loop renormalisation of the gravitational couplings of interest.
We show that the Planck mass receives no moduli-dependent corrections in either heterotic or type II string theories with spontaneously broken supersymmetry. What is more, we find that moduliindependent corrections to the R term may arise and are precisely identical to the supersymmetric case. We further find that one-loop corrections to the R 2 term are non-trivial and may even lead the theory into a strong coupling regime in models that dynamically favour a large volume of their internal space. In this way, the decompactification problem of gauge couplings and its gravitational counterpart furnish important constraints on model building.
In the absence of supersymmetry, gravitational R 2 thresholds no longer display the simple holomorphy properties of the supersymmetric BPS-protected counterparts, but are nevertheless explicitly calculable. We show that their contributions can be cast as stringy Schwinger-like integrals organised into representations of the Hecke congruence subgroup Γ 0 (2) of SL(2; Z) and are expressible in a universal form. The only model dependence is absorbed into a set of beta function coefficients that can be uniquely determined from the knowledge of multiplicities of the ground states of the theory.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we review the background field method allowing us to extract unambiguously the general form of one-loop R and R 2 corrections. In section 3 we employ this machinery in order to discuss the absence of moduli-dependent renormalisation of the Planck mass for both heterotic and type II theories with spontaneously broken supersymmetry. In section 4, we assemble the necessary ingredients for the evaluation of the gravitational R 2 thresholds by determining the necessary correlators as trace insertions in the deformed partition function of the theory and then move on to compute them in a specific prototype model in section 5. Finally, in section 6 we discuss the universal properties of gravitational thresholds and extract their large volume behaviour, in connection with the models recently constructed in [8] .
Background field method
A very efficient method for extracting the one-loop corrections to the couplings of interest is the background field method. The idea is to deform the worldsheet sigma model by an operator of the 1 In supersymmetric setups quantum corrections to R 2 couplings have been extensively studied in the past, c.f.
[ [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . See also the more recent generalisation [67] . 
Here, Γ SU(2) k is the partition function of the worldsheet bosons in the W 
and χ ℓ (τ ) are the affine characters of SU(2) k with spin j = ℓ/2. They are holomorphic in the complex structure τ = τ 1 +iτ 2 on the worldsheet torus and can be expressed in terms of level-k theta functions according to the parafermionic decomposition (see for instance [68] ). The leading behaviour at large volume k ≫ 1 is now proportional to e − πτ 2 k+2 and correctly indicates the presence of a mass gap due to the effective replacement of the flat R 3 space by a 3-sphere.
The advantage of working with the W (4) k space is that we can now consistently deform the worldsheet sigma model of our heterotic theory by the exact (1,1) operator
which, in the flat limit corresponds to a perturbation with constant Riemann tensor, and with corresponding B-field and dilaton profiles, all proportional to the perturbation constant R. Here, The deformation (2.4) is exactly integrable and can be recognised as a boost of the fermionic and SU(2) charge lattices [62] 5) and similarly for the right-moving part. Here δL 0 is the deformation of the Virasoro zero mode, J 3 0
is the zero mode of the Kac-Moody current J 3 (z) and Q = J 12 is the U(1) helicity charge ascribed to the worldsheet fermion current, J 12 = ψ 1 ψ 2 . By the very definition of the boost, δL 0 − δL 0 = 0 and, therefore, derivatives of the deformed partition function with respect to R evaluated at R = 0
The above generic expressions are valid regardless of whether supersymmetry is spontaneously broken or not. They identify the relevant zero-mode insertions which should be then weighted by the remaining contributions in the partition function Z W of the curved W space, we will eventually take the flat space limit k → ∞.
3 Non-renormalisation of the Planck mass
Before embarking on the calculation of R 2 threshold corrections, it is first instructive to comment on the fact that the Planck mass does not receive moduli-dependent renormalisation at one-loop in either heterotic or type II string theory, despite the possible spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry by the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism.
Heterotic theories
We begin with the heterotic case. From (2.6), the relevant terms are QJ 0 . Both involve SU(2) charge insertions and can be evaluated using the z-deformed characters
with q = e 2πiτ and γ summed over the affine lattice. For the term QJ 0 again yields a vanishing result for the same reason, expressing the charge conservation of SU(2) L,R . The presence or not of spacetime supersymmetry has played no role in this argument, which is generic in heterotic theories at one and higher genera [62] .
Type II theories
In the type II case, using again the background field method, one instead identifies the relevant insertion to be −2πτ 2 (Q + J 3 0 )(Q +J 3 0 ) . Charge conservation again yields vanishing contributions for all but the term QQ . The latter insertion corresponds to taking z,z-derivatives with respect to the corresponding left-and right-moving theta functions associated to the worldsheet fermions in the spacetime directions, namely 2) and similarly for the right movers. Consider now a generic consistent orbifold that preserves at least one spacetime supersymmetry from the left-movers and at least one from the right. It will have some crystallographic action on some or all of the complexified internal T 6 super-coordinates as
3)
with i = 1, 2, 3. Let us also assume that we further deform the theoryà la Scherk-Schwarz to completely break all remaining supersymmetries, by coupling the left-and right-moving R-symmetry charges to a shift in some internal lattice direction. The twisted partition function contribution to the worldsheet fermions is of the general form
and we have introduced the deformation z in the first theta function corresponding to the fermions in the spacetime directions. Here, H, G = 0, 1 label the boundary conditions from the Scherk-Schwarz Z 2 twist and h i , g i similarly account for the fermion boundary conditions in the generic sector of the supersymmetry-preserving orbifold. A similar expression holds for the right-movers and the supersymmetry preserving orbifold could even be asymmetric. Performing the sum over the spin structures (a, b) using the Riemann identity, we find
If H = G = 0, which corresponds to the case of unbroken supersymmetry, the z derivative (3.2) must necessarily act on the first theta function to soak up the zero modes and yields a non-vanishing contribution to the renormalisation of the Planck mass, provided all three remaining theta functions are twisted. This can occur only from the moduli-independent N = (1, 1) sectors and the non-trivial one-loop contribution to the Planck mass was computed in [62] and later generalised in [69] .
Let us now consider the case with Scherk-Schwarz breaking (H, G) = (0, 0) for which the possibility of one-loop renormalisation to the Planck mass has not been studied previously in a type II setup.
The z-derivative can potentially act only on the last three theta functions in (3.5), since ϑ ′ j (0) = 0 for j = 2, 3, 4. Assume that the Scherk-Schwarz acts as a shift along the first T 2 torus, which is twisted
Moduli dependent contributions could only arise from N = (2, 2) sectors, in which the twist along the direction of the first T 2 necessarily vanishes h 1 = g 1 = 0. However, using the identity
together with the periodicity formulas for theta functions, we again obtain
and there can be no moduli-dependent contributions to the Planck mass renormalisation even in the case of spontaneously broken supersymmetry.
Consider now the moduli independent contributions arising from N = (1, 1) sectors. In particular,
Since there is also a non-trivial Scherk-Schwarz shift by (H, G) = (0, 0) in the first T 2 , the simultaneously twisted and shifted Scherk-Schwarz lattice produces a non-vanishing contribution only if (
Returning to (3.5), we find up to overall phases
The z-derivative must necessarily act on the second theta function and soaks up the zero modes, as required in order to yield a non-vanishing contribution. Naturally, since all three T 2 lattices are twisted, there is no moduli dependence from N = (1, 1) sectors but, nevertheless, the renormalisation of the Planck mass is a non-vanishing constant, proportional to the volume of the fundamental domain 9) similarly to the case considered in [62] . Here, c is the normalised multiplicity of N = (1, 1) sectors.
In the flat space limit k → ∞ it becomes simply R = cπ/3.
It is extremely interesting that the one-loop renormalisation of the Einstein-Hilbert term in type
II theories is moduli independent, even in the case of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, and has the precise same form as in supersymmetric theories. This result holds whenever there are N = (1, 1) subsectors in the theory. In particular, it holds also for constructions with spontaneously broken N = 1 supersymmetry.
R 2 Threshold corrections
We now move on to the study of R 2 thresholds which are generically non-vanishing. The starting point is to identify the insertions in (2.6). Using the same argument of SU(2) charge conservation as in section 3, linear terms in the J 3 0 current drop out, and we can consider instead
where we shall henceforth drop the indices in the Kac-Moody current zero modes and simply denote
by J andJ, respectively. The Q 2 insertion is straightforward to compute using (3.2) and the heat equation satisfied by theta functions, so that we may write
Let us now consider the J 2 insertion. Taking two z-derivatives on (3.1) at z = 0 and turning the cubic charge insertion into a derivative with respect to τ , allows one to express
where E 2 (τ ) is the holomorphic but almost modular Eisenstein series of weight 2. We may therefore write
whereÊ 2 = E 2 − 3/πτ 2 is the almost holomorphic but modular Eisenstein series of weight 2, and with the understanding that the quantities inside the brackets . . . are to be weighted using the original partition function of the theory and integrated over the moduli space of the worldsheet torus. In particular, the last term is proportional to the vacuum energy 1 of the theory, which is non-vanishing in the case of spontaneously broken supersymmetry. However, this term is related to the choice of renormalisation scheme and, in particular, depends on the IR mass gap parameter [62] . It will be dropped in the following considerations 2 and will be cancelled out in evaluation of physical observables provided the exact same regularisation is properly carried out in a low energy field theory analysis (see also [62] ).
These expressions are valid for the curved theory on W
k . To obtain the result of interest in flat space, we take the decompactification limit k → ∞, and suitably divide by the SU(2) volume factor
3/2 /8π. In order to correctly extract this limit, we first perform the sum over ℓ in Γ SU(2) k and rewrite the level-k theta functions as a bosonic charge lattice. The Lagrangian representation is the most suitable one for extracting the limit and reads
From this expression, one may readily observe that in the k → ∞ limit, the dependence on τ,τ drops out and one is left with the SU(2) volume V k arising from the term m = n = 0. This implies that terms involving τ orτ derivatives acting on Γ SU(2) k in (4.4) may be dropped since they will be proportional to m, n and, therefore, vanish in the flat space limit. The resulting expression for the R 2 thresholds in flat space then reads
where we have reinstated the integral of the Teichmüller parameter τ over the fundamental domain in both the non-supersymmetric as well as in the supersymmetric case. After all, in curved space
k there are additional non-vanishing backreaction contributions in the absence of supersymmetry! It is only in the flat space limit that the additional terms are washed out and one recovers in both cases the same simple expression (4.6).
Of course, the fact that the correlator insertion is the same in flat space does not mean that the actual thresholds will be identical in both supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric cases. The actual evaluation of the correlators depend on the choice of background. In the absence of supersymmetry, the evaluation of the weighted correlator . . . will no longer possess simple quasi-holomorphy (BPS) properties and will typically be a manifestly non-holomorphic function of τ,τ . In what follows, we shall evaluate ∆ grav for a simple heterotic theory with N = 2 → 0 spontaneous breaking.
5 An anatomy of R 2 corrections in a prototype model
It will be sufficient for our purposes to perform explicit computations in the model of ref. [38] which is characterised by spontaneously broken N = 2 → 0 supersymmetry. It can be obtained as the Scherk-Schwarz reduction of the six-dimensional K3 compactification of the E 8 × E 8 heterotic string and has the advantage of being free of tachyonic modes at every point in the Kähler and complex structure (T, U) moduli space associated to the 2-torus of the Scherk-Schwarz reduction, provided one does not turn on additional Wilson line deformations. This specific prototype model was chosen precisely due to its simplicity, so as to best display the salient features of the structure of R 2 corrections, but it will also serve as a basis for generalisation to more realistic models. It was also in this model that the one-loop corrections to gauge thresholds were first computed in non-supersymmetric heterotic strings.
The model can be constructed as a T 6 /Z 2 ×Z ′ 2 orbifold, where the first Z 2 factor has the standard crystallographic action (
subspace, whereas the second Z ′ 2 factor is freely-acting and involves a momentum shift along the third T 2 space, correlated with a parity insertion involving the spacetime fermion number F and the "fermion numbers" F 1 , F 2 associated with the spinorial representations of the two original E 8 factors of the theory. Explicitly, it reads 
Here, H, h label the twisted sectors of the two Z 2 orbifold factors, while summation over G, g imposes the corresponding invariant projections. As before, the sum over the (a, b) spin structures labels the spacetime bosons and fermions of the theory and imposes the GSO projection of the heterotic superstring. The purely right-moving contributions in the second line reconstruct the partition function of the E 8 × E 8 lattice, twisted by the Z 2 orbifold with standard embedding. Before the Scherk-Schwarz breaking, it is identified with the chiral E 7 × SU(2) × E 8 lattice blocks associated to the level one Kac-Moody algebra and expressible entirely in terms of ordinary theta characters.
The third line contains the twisted (4,4) lattice where the crystallographic K3-like action (h, g) takes place and is given by and depends on the hypermultiplet moduli G ij , B ij of the original N = 2 theory through the left and right moving lattice momenta P L , P R . The shifted (2,2) Narain lattice Γ 2,2 [
where P L , P R are the complex lattice momenta of the Scherk-Schwarz 2-torus parametrised in terms of the Kähler and complex structure moduli T, U
Finally, the phase in the third line of (5.2) is responsible for coupling the Z ′ 2 momentum-shift along the Scherk-Schwarz 2-torus to the fermion number parity (−1)
F +F 1 +F 2 according to (5.1) and is responsible for breaking the non-abelian gauge group down to SO(12) × SO(4) × SO(16) as well as inducing the spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry. Both gravitini acquire the same mass m 3/2 = |U|/ √ T 2 U 2 and we refer the reader to [38] for more details on the model.
The R 2 thresholds for this model can be organised into the following generic form
where L is the helicity supertrace
whileΦ is the partition function of the gauge sector
It will be useful to provide here the T -modular transformations of L andΦ
As expected by modular covariance, the product LΦ transforms with the same constant phase regardless of the orbifold sector.
It is most convenient to organise the various contributions according to modular orbits, as outlined in [72] and [38, 42] . This allows us to consider fewer terms at the cost of enlarging the fundamental domain, which will be then invariant only under the Γ 0 (2) subgroup of SL(2; Z), defined as
There is a trivial orbit with only one element H = h = G = g = 0, corresponding to the original unbroken N = 4 theory and its contribution to the R 2 term vanishes due to the appearance of additional fermionic zero modes in (5.8). The remaining contributions are partitioned into four SL(2; Z) orbits I :
On the r.h.s. of each line we list the Γ 0 (2) invariant elements generating each orbit under the action of the elements S and ST of SL(2; Z), with S being the usual inversion τ → −1/τ and T being the unit translation τ → τ + 1. We will examine each of the above orbits separately.
Orbit I
Let us begin with orbit I. It contains three contributions from the sectors H = G = 0 and (h, g) = (0, 0). Since in this orbit the Scherk-Schwarz orbifold is in its trivial sector, neither twisting nor projecting, this corresponds to a subsector of the theory with unbroken N = 2 supersymmetry. It
can explicitly perform the sum over (a, b) spin structures and evaluate
The product of theta functions in the helicity supertrace above then cancel precisely the holomorphic part of the twisted K3 lattice (5.3), and so do the holomorphic Dedekind functions, so that in the end one obtains an integral of the unshifted Narain lattice times an almost (anti)holomorphic modular
where dµ = d 2 τ /τ 2 2 denotes the SL(2) invariant integration measure. The quasi-holomorphy is due to the subtraction of the non-holomorphic term 3/πτ 2 from the holomorphic (but modular anomalous)
Eisenstein series E 2 (τ ) in order to form its modular completionÊ 2 . It is important to mention that the quantity within brackets is fully determined by modularity, holomorphy and the knowledge of the principal part of its q-expansion (i.e. by its pole structure around q = 0). It has modular weight −2 and is invariant under the full modular group SL(2; Z). Modularity then implies that it can be uniquely expanded into the polynomial ring of holomorphic modular forms generated by {E 4 , E 6 , 1/∆}, where E 4 , E 6 are the holomorphic Eisenstein series of weight 4 and 6, respectively, while ∆ = η 24 is the modular discriminant. The only element of the ring with weight −2 and a simple pole isĒ 4Ē6 /∆ = 1/q + . . . and its overall coefficient may be immediately fixed by comparing the normalisation of the pole. The simple pole arising from the quantity in brackets of (5.14) is associated to the contribution of the unphysical tachyon (protograviton) and its coefficient is found to be −1/4, so that explicitly, we have
Therefore, the gravitational threshold contribution from orbit I is explicitly written as 16) and is recognised as precisely half the gravitational threshold of the unbroken N = 2 theory on K3 × T 2 .
Orbit II
We now move on to orbit II which is generated by the element H = h = g = 0 and G = 1. This is, in a certain sense, a universal orbit, in that it does not depend on the original N = 2 construction before the Scherk Schwarz breaking. Essentially, this may be seen as half the contribution of an N = 4 theory on T 6 spontaneously broken to N = 0 by the free Z ′ 2 action and, therefore, it does depend on the specific way Z ′ 2 acts on the gauge degrees of freedom. Since supersymmetry is broken in this orbit, we no longer expect to find a simplified form of the stringy Schwinger integral involving a Narain lattice times an almost holomorphic modular form. However, modularity will still allow us to organise this contribution in a way that illuminates its structure.
Orbit II contains a total of three elements, which may be obtained by acting on [ Since the measure is modular invariant, we can change variables to τ ′ = S · τ or τ ′ = ST · τ for the corresponding terms, and effectively undo these transformations at the expense, however, of enlarging the fundamental domain F . Indeed, under these changes of variables F is mapped to its non-trivial images S · F and ST · F , so that eventually, we obtain
where
The advantage of this procedure is that we have retained only the generating element of the orbit, while the rest have been absorbed into an enlargement of the integration domain. Of course, the integrand is no longer invariant under the full modular group but only under its Γ 0 (2) subgroup. The new domain F 0 (2) = H + /Γ 0 (2) is exactly the fundamental domain associated to the Hecke congruence subgroup Γ 0 (2) and powerful techniques for evaluating integrals of this type were obtained in [71] [72] [73] [74] . Essentially, the partial unfolding method that we have presented above expresses the obvious fact that the only necessary information needed in order to evaluate the threshold of a given orbit is already contained in its generating element. Explicitly, we have
An important difference with Orbit I, is that now the (4,4) lattice is untwisted and, therefore, there is a non-trivial contribution to the gravitational threshold involving the hypermultiplet moduli G ij , B ij of the unbroken N = 2 theory. In a supersymmetric setup, the R 2 corrections would have been 
with α, β, γ being constants (with rational ratios) to be determined. We will now see how modularity and holomorphy will determine this modular form uniquely. As with the case of the full modular group, also for holomorphic forms of Γ 0 (2) an analogous principle holds. Namely, holomorphy and modularity uniquely fix the coefficients α, β, γ by the knowledge of the coefficients of the poles in the q-expansion, around all cusps. The fundamental domain of Γ 0 (2) contains exactly two cusps, τ = i∞ and τ = 0. We will, hence, study the behavior of L/η 8 around both. 
where again the dots denote regular terms. Using now the definition of the Atkin-Lehner transform, that the double pole on the r.h.s. of the second line of (5.22) becomes only a simple pole in q, while the subleading contribution becomes a branch cut and corresponds to the familiar −1/2 conformal weight of the supersymmetric left-moving side of the string worldsheet. As before, we need to impose that the coefficient of the simple pole vanishes, and we obtain the second condition 4α + 2β + γ = 0.
Together, these two conditions imply (α, β, γ) = (−γ/2, γ/2, γ) and we see that (5.21) has been determined up to an overall normalisation constant. It is now straightforward to fix even this overall normalisation by determining the helicity supertrace coefficient associated to the (ground state) .22)). Since the ground state in this sector is effectively a tachyon (unphysical), it is necessarily a scalar with multiplicity one and, therefore, its helicity supertrace contribution is 1/12, which is to be multipled with the additional −iπ factor required by the definition of L. Therefore, the coefficient of the branch cut in this sector is − 
We wish to stress that, although the above universal contribution L/η 8 could have easily been determined in terms of Jacobi theta and Dedekind functions directly using its definition (5.8), the advantage of working entirely with arguments of modularity and holomorphy is clear. The modular forms arising in stringy Schwinger-like integrals in each orbit are fully determined by modularity, holomorphy, and the structure of the poles. Since the latter have specific physical meaning, there is a strong indication that the entire structure of gravitational threshold corrections is also organised into universality classes, despite the fact that the full integrand (modulo the Narain lattice) is not itself a holomorphic function of τ .
Let us now use this technology in order to evaluate the right-moving contributionΦ/η 6 which is model dependent, in that it depends on the action of the Scherk-Schwarz orbifold on the gauge sector. The weight now is −4, and we expand
The quantityΦ/η 6 is nothing but the gauge sector contribution to the partition function, together with the right-moving oscillators coming from the 1/η 24 factor. The simple pole corresponds precisely to the unphysical tachyon of the heterotic string, and it appears with multiplicity one, hence a−b+c = 1. As before, let us consider the Atkin-Lehner transform of this
The quantities of interest are the coefficients of the double and single pole, which count the multiplicities of the ground states of the right-moving sector. To compare this with a physical sector, we first note that
In the 'dual' sector [ 1,0 0,0 ], the effective GSO projections associated to the two original E 8 's are now twisted, and may produce at least massless states. In terms of SO (16) Putting everything together, the contribution of orbit II to the gravitational thresholds reads
and we have separately fixed the normalisation of the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts inside the integral to unity.
Orbit III
We move on to examine orbit III, defined by (h, g) = (H, G) = (0, 0). Effectively, this sits at the overlap between the two Z 2 orbifold factors and is actually supersymmetric due to the de-corellation of the R-symmetry charge to the (2,2) lattice. This can be seen immediately from the helicity supertrace formula 30) upon recognising that the phase can be split into the spin statistics factor (−1) a+b and the additional factor (−1) (a+H)(b+G)+ab+HG . Aside from the irrelevant for our argument (−1) HG , the additional phase factor only contributes whenever a + H = b + G = 1. But in this case, the entire contribution vanishes due to the remaining theta factors in the sum. The extra phase may then be replaced by (−1) HG and the R-symmetry charges (a, b) decouple entirely from the Scherk-Schwarz lattice. This subsector is then interpreted as (one half) the original N = 4 theory spontaneously broken to N = 2 by the single orbifold action
As with all supersymmetric cases, the holomorphic dependence cancels out between the helicity supertrace and the twisted (4,4) lattice
With partial unfolding from SL(2; Z) to its Γ 0 (2) subgroup, as in the previous subsection, we may cast the contribution to the gravitational thresholds from orbit III into the form
Working in a similar way as for orbit II, we identify the contributionΦ/θ 2 2 as an anti-holomorphic modular form of weight −2 and we can again fix its expansion in terms of the multiplicities of the poles. The result for the contribution of orbit III is
Orbit IV
As with orbit II, also orbit IV generated by the elements H = 0, h = G = 1 summed over g = 0, 1 is manifestly non-supersymmetric and, therefore, its holomorphy properties may a priori seem obscured in expressions that at first sight appear quite involved. They may, however, be disentangled using partial unfolding and organised again according to the principles of modularity and holomorphy using the knowledge of the multiplicities of ground states (unphysical tachyons) in various sectors. To see this, we begin by unfolding the integral on the SL(2; Z)/Γ 0 (2) coset, and find 
and simplifies even further by noticing that 37) where the first term vanishes 3 due to a hidden spectral flow in the bosonic side of the heterotic theory (Jacobi identity), while the second term vanishes from the summation over g. Therefore, we can finally obtain the desired holomorphic factorisation of the integrand
(5.38)
Now both the holomorphic as well as the anti-holomorphic parts within the brackets are separately odd under τ → τ +1 and, hence, they cannot be invariant under Γ 0 (2). However, consider multiplying (and dividing) by η 12 which is itself odd under τ → τ + 1, and similarly withη
This manipulation has the advantage of turning the quantities within the brackets into modular forms of Γ 0 (2) and, therefore, they can again be uniquely fixed using holomorphy, modularity and the physical input from the low lying spectrum, such as multiplicities of poles (or cuts) in q andq, or using information from the massless spectrum corresponding to constant terms in the expansions.
We shall not repeat here the analysis in detail, which is carried out in precisely the same way as we outlined for orbit II, but simply present the result for the final orbit IV
Although computed in a specific prototype model, the moduli-dependent structure of the threshold corrections when analysed in terms of modular orbits is generic. Had we realised K3 as another the structure of the poles as we did above. In particular, the above analysis continues to hold in more realistic heterotic models where N = 1 supersymmetry is spontaneously brokenà la Scherk-Schwarz, such as the chiral models of [8] .
In such cases, there typically exist several different copies of the above orbits. In particular, orbit I is special in that it corresponds to the contribution of the original N = 2 supersymmetric theory. It is the only contribution where the (2,2) lattice associated to the Scherk-Schwarz T 2 is both unshifted
and we will see it plays a central role to the behaviour of gravitational thresholds at large volume.
Universality and Large volume behaviour
In order to further analyse the behaviour of the gravitational threshold ∆ grav we must first decide in which region of the (T, U) moduli space we are interested in. This is necessary because different techniques of evaluation may produce fast or slowly converging expressions for the result, depending on the region of moduli space one is working in. For instance, the method of lattice unfolding [75] [76] [77] is best applied when one is interested in the large volume T 2 ≫ 1 expansion of Schwinger-like integrals, while collapsing due to absolute convergence issues around self-dual points. On the other hand the more recent techniques in [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] 78] may also produce fast converging expressions valid around self-dual points.
The specific model used as a paradigm for our analysis has a negative one-loop contribution to its effective potential, and the dynamics lead the theory away from the large volume regime. This is not a phenomenon particular to the N = 2 theories. The structure of the one-loop effective potential around the string scale is highly model-dependent and crucially depends on the contribution of nonlevel matched states which have no field theory analogue. However, a wide class of chiral heterotic models with spontaneously broken N = 1 supersymmetry was recently analysed in [8] , and the first explicit examples of stringy constructions with spontaneous decompactification to the large volume regime were presented.
Motivated by this result, we wish to extract the general behaviour of gravitational thresholds in such models in the limit of large volume T 2 ≫ 1. Note that, even though the dynamics of our prototype model does not drive the theory to the large volume regime, nevertheless, the analysis of the realistic models of [8] With the understanding that universality essentially expresses modularity and holomorphic factorisation, it is possible to work out the moduli-dependent part of R 2 threshold corrections at one loop for this class of models and show that they may be cast into the following universal form
4 Or several copies thereof, arising as the various different N = 2 subsectors in the N = 1 → 0 models of [8] .
where the model dependence enters only into the constant coefficients ζ, α, β, γ (and their primes) which count the multiplicities of the ground states of the model and may be uniquely determined as we described in the previous section. Here, we denote by j 0 (τ ) = 24 + (ϑ 2 (τ )/η(τ )) 12 the AtkinLehner transform of the Hauptmodul j 2 (τ ) of Γ 0 (2) and the index i = 1, 2, 3 runs over the three 2-tori of the internal space.
Given the universal expression (6.2) we may now begin to investigate the structure of gravitational R 2 corrections for the class of models in [8] . Following the latter, we assume all moduli to be fixed at their fermionic point values, except for the Scherk-Schwarz 2-torus and consider the large volume limit T 2 ≫ 1. With this assumption, the only case of interest yielding T 2 -dependent contributions to the gravitational thresholds is of the form (6.2) with the (2,2) lattice being always associated to the Scherk-Schwarz 2-torus, and the (4,4) lattice in ∆ II grav being expressed entirely in terms of left-and right-moving level-1 theta characters.
We shall begin by first treating contributions II, III and IV which always involve shifted Narain lattices. They are all of the generic form
where the Γ 0 (2) modular form f [
] has the generic expansion
Although (6.3) may be explicitly computed as an asymptotic expansion in T 2 , we shall instead focus on extracting its large volume behaviour, by keeping only the dominant contributions. This is done most conveniently by writing the shifted (2,2) lattice in its Lagrangian representation
where A is the matrix of windings
It is obtained after Poisson resumming the Kaluza-Klein momenta m 1 , m 2 ∈ Z in (5.5). Due to the lattice shift, the matrix A is always non-vanishing and there is no constant volume term in the Lagrangian lattice sum. The full result may be suitably decomposed into modular orbits and the fundamental domain may be unfolded to the strip S (when det A = 0) or the entire upper half-plane H + (when det A = 0). The non-degenerate case, for which (n 1 , n 2 ) = (0, 0), is always exponentially suppressed in T 2 and will be dropped for the purposes of our analysis. We are therefore left with the degenerate orbit n 1 = n 2 = 0 to be integrated over the half-infinite strip S = {τ ∈ H + , |τ 1 | ≤ 1 2
}.
Performing explicitly the τ 1 integral imposes level-matching and retains only modes with N = M in the Fourier expansion (6.4) so that we are left with
where we now denote the Schwinger parameter as t, and introduce the complex parameter s in order to deal with IR divergences arising from the massless states (N = 0). Indeed, the integral converges for Re(s) > 1, while exhibiting a simple pole at s = 1. Since we will not deal with moduli independent constants which, at any rate, also depend on the choice of renormalisation scheme, we will simply define the integral by evaluating it for Re(s) > 1 and then analytically continue to s = 1 after properly subtracting the pole. We refer the reader to [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] 78] for further details.
For N = 0 one recognises from (6.7) the integral representation of the modified Bessel function of the second kind K s+ℓ (4π NT 2 /U 2 |m 1 + 1 2 + Um 2 |), dressed up with additional polynomial factors.
For large T 2 ≫ 1 this drops exponentially fast and shall be therefore neglected. As expected, the leading contribution to the integral in the large volume limit 5 comes from the massless modes N = 0.
Evaluating the Schwinger-like integral (6. In what follows, we shall be drop also the polynomially suppressed term and focus only on the leading behaviour.
Let us now comment on the integral of case I, which differs from the rest in that it involves the unshifted Narain lattice. Its Lagrangian representation is again of the form (6.5), except for the fact that the winding matrix A now has unshifted integer entries A = n 1 m 1 n 2 m 2 . (6.10)
In particular, this implies that there is now a non-trivial contribution from the orbit A = 0, still to be integrated over the fundamental domain F of SL(2, Z). Importantly, this contribution is linear in the volume T 2 of the Scherk-Schwarz 2-torus. The next contribution comes, as before, from the degenerate orbit n 1 = n 2 = 0, which is integrated over the strip in a similar way, and requires properly deforming the integral using the complex parameter s and carefully extracting the finite part. Finally, there is the exponentially suppressed contribution of the non-degenerate orbit which we shall neglect. Therefore, we find where we again assumed the generic form (6.4) for the Fourier expansion of the SL(2, Z) modular form f (τ,τ ).
Putting everything together, we can now give the leading behaviour of the gravitational thresholds (6.2) where the dots again denote sub-leading terms. An alternative way to interpret the coefficients in (6.12) is by identifying them as trace anomaly coefficients for the massless spectrum of the theory, matching with [60, 61, 79] .
The contributions in II, III and IV reproduce the logarithmic growth in T 2 ascribed to states with masses below the Kaluza-Klein scale, as expected from field theory. More interesting is the contribution of ∆ I . It shows that at large volume, the gravitational thresholds are dominated by the linear growth in T 2 arising from the first term in ∆ I . In the decompactification limit, the physics becomes effectively six-dimensional and the first line of (6.12) is essentially removing the logarithmic growth and replacing it with a linear growth in the volume, in accordance with scaling arguments.
Before closing, we wish to emphasise a point which becomes especially important in models with spontaneously broken supersymmetry. The presence of the linear growth in ∆ I is ubiquitous in heterotic orbifolds with N = 2 sectors having fixed points. Such is the case, for example, for the prototype model of section 5. Namely, for a generic theory with spontaneous supersymmetry breakingà la Scherk-Schwarz, we may always focus on the subsector H = G = 0 where the breaking is absent. If the resulting theory is an N = 4 one, then of course no contribution arises to the R 2 thresholds from this sector. Another possibility is that the theory in this subsector enjoys N = 2 supersymmetry, but is itself obtained by partial spontaneous breaking from an N = 4 one. In this case, the running of the gravitational couplings is logarithmic, as in ∆ III , due to the presence of enhanced N = 4 supersymmetry in the infinite volume limit.
If, however, the theory in the H = G = 0 sector contains 'true' N = 2 sub-sectors with fixed points (i.e. there is no enhancement to N = 4 as T 2 → ∞), then the moduli dependent contributions to R 2 , will contain a contribution ∆ I involving the unshifted Narain lattice associated to the Scherk-Schwarz 2-torus, and will generically grow linearly with the volume, as depicted in the first line of (6.12). As a result, the gravitational sector will be quickly driven to strong coupling. This is the gravitational analogue of the decompactifaction problem for gauge couplings [59] , which is particularly important in models with spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, since the tree-level no-scale moduli typically acquire a potential at one-loop. Chiral models which dynamically provide an attractor [8] to low supersymmetry breaking scales via Scherk-Schwarz (T 2 ≫ 1), will generically induce such a linear T 2 -behaviour in the running of gauge as well as gravitational couplings.
It is hoped that further analysis of threshold corrections as well as corrections to the effective potential, supplemented by an appropriate stabilisation mechanism as in [80] might offer a natural resolution.
